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Summary
Developmental dyslexia affects 5%–10% of the population
[1], resulting in poor spelling and reading skills. While there
are well-documented differences in the way dyslexics pro-
cess low-level visual [2, 3] and auditory [4, 5] stimuli, it is
mostly unknown whether there are similar differences in
audiovisual multisensory processes. Here, we investigated
audiovisual integration using the redundant target effect
(RTE) paradigm. Some conditions demonstrating audiovi-
sual integration appear to depend upon magnocellular
pathways [6], and dyslexia has been associated with defi-
cits in this pathway [7]; so, we postulated that develop-
mental dyslexics (‘‘dyslexics’’ hereafter) would show
differences in audiovisual integration compared with con-
trols. Reaction times (RTs) to multisensory stimuli were
compared with predictions from Miller’s race model [8, 9].
Dyslexics showed difficulty shifting their attention between
modalities; but such ‘‘sluggish attention shifting’’ (SAS)
[10] appeared only when dyslexics shifted their attention
from the visual to the auditory modality. These results
suggest that dyslexics distribute their crossmodal attention
resources differently from controls, causing different
patterns in multisensory responses compared to controls.
From this, we propose that dyslexia training programs
should take into account the asymmetric shifts of cross-
modal attention.
Results and Discussion
When asked to make a motor response to a visual, auditory, or
audiovisual stimulus, 17 dyslexic adults responded signifi-
cantly more slowly than matched controls (F1,33 = 11.55, p =
0.002, h2p = 0.259). Figure 1A shows the median unisensory
RTs that were used in a mixed-model ANOVA. This revealed
significant differences between the modalities (F1,33 = 16.69,
p < 0.001, h2p = 0.336) with RTs to visual stimuli being signifi-
cantly slower than to auditory stimuli. Importantly, there was
no significant interaction between group (dyslexic or control)
and unisensory stimulus type. While it has been known for
some time that dyslexics respond considerably more slowly
than matched controls [12], here we report that the delay in
responding is similar across modalities. To properly compare
multisensory RTs between groups, it was necessary to factor
out this constant unisensory delay.*Correspondence: vanessa.harrar@psy.ox.ac.ukRTs to combined sensory stimuli were faster than to either
the visual or auditory stimulus (df = 34, tAudio = 7.77, tvisual =
18.15, p < 0.001). This is known as the redundant target effect
(RTE) because people respond more rapidly when there are
multiple (redundant) signals. This redundancy effect has
been modeled by Miller [8, 9], who suggested comparing the
observed RT with the minimum sum of two unisensory
response distributions (the ‘‘race’’ model). RTs are faster
when the simultaneously presented unisensory signals race
to the finish line (detection threshold) as compared to when
each stimulus is presented individually. As can be seen from
Figure 1B,medianmultisensory RTswere even faster than pre-
dicted from the race model (F1,33 = 31.35, p < 0.001, h
2
p =
0.487). Violation of the race model is a classic multisensory
effect [13], which initially led researchers to conclude
that the unisensory signals are combined early in sensory
processing—i.e., prior to detection.
More recent, parsimonious interpretations of violations of
the race model assume that the signals interact at a neuronal
level while still being processed independently and in parallel
[14, 15]. Here, we assume that RTs that are faster than the
race model (the combination of visual or auditory RTs alone)
are due to signals being processed in parallel, but interacting
at the neuronal level. Therefore, our definition of multisensory
integration does not require the stimuli to be combined;
integration is anything that is different from (or cannot be
explained only by) unisensory processing alone (as in [16]).
While the violation of the race model is similar at the median
for dyslexics and controls (w10 ms; Figure 1B), differences
became apparent when the entire distribution of multisensory
RTs was compared to the race model. Dyslexics’ multisensory
RTs were faster than expected from the race model less often
than controls (Figure 1C; one-tailed t test, t33 = 2.379, p =
0.012). Furthermore, the discrepancy between our partici-
pants’ literacy and nonverbal reasoning correlated with the
proportion of RTs that were faster than the race model predic-
tions (r = 20.501, p = 0.003). Our results demonstrate, for the
first time, that dyslexics’ multisensory RTs violate the race
model prediction less often than controls, and this behavioral
measure of integration is correlated with literacy. (Further
details on calculating the proportion of RTs faster than the
race model and further descriptions of correlations with
literacy discrepancy scores can be found in Figures S1 and
S2, available online.)
One of the effects driving the RTE is the cost of switching
attention between modalities [14, 17]. In the current experi-
ment, auditory, visual, and audiovisual RT trials were randomly
ordered within a block. As can be seen in Figure 2, when the
same stimulus was presented on successive trials, responses
were fastest. In contrast, when the stimuli in successive trials
were different (e.g., when the participant was presented with
a visual stimulus directly after a unisensory-auditory trial),
attention would need to shift from one modality to another.
The RT cost associated with shifting attention betweenmodal-
ities on successive trials is known as the modality shift effect
(MSE) [18]. Since auditory and visual stimuli were colocalized
at the center of the screen, with loudspeakers on either side
of the screen, the MSE calculated here is not confounded
with costs associated with having to shift attention spatially.
A B C
Figure 1. RTs to Unisensory and Multisensory Stimuli, and Comparisons with the Race Model
For each individual participant, unisensory outlier RTs were removed if they were greater than three SDs from the mean (calculated separately for each
modality). Error bars indicate the SEM. (A) and (B) demonstrate that controls were faster than dyslexics and that median RTs to audiovisual stimuli were
faster than predicted by the median race model for both groups.
(A) Median (50th percentile) RTs for each modality as a function of group.
(B)Median (50th percentile) RTs for audiovisual stimuli are compared to themedian RTs predicted from the racemodel (calculated using theMATLAB routine
provided in [11]).
(C) The proportion of percentiles (out of ten) where RTswere faster than predicted by the racemodel plotted as a function of group (see further description in
Figure S1). Larger values indicate that a greater proportion of RTs were faster than predicted. This suggests that dyslexics have less multisensory RT
facilitation than controls.
See also Figures S1 and S2.
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532While both groups demonstrated a classic MSE, there was
also a significant three-way interaction between the MSE,
modality, and group (F1,31 = 4.145, p = 0.050, h
2
p = 0.118).
This interaction suggested that we should analyze MSEs
separately in each group.
Controls demonstrated typical results: RTs were faster to
auditory than visual targets (main effect of modality: F1,16 =
20.37, p < 0.001, h2p = 0.560); also, RTs were faster when the
same stimulus was repeated, and slower when the previous
stimulus was different (MSE: F1,16 = 52.51, p < 0.001, h
2
p =
0.776), but did not demonstrate an interaction between the
two (F < 1; see Figure 2B; similar results in [17]).
Dyslexics, by contrast, demonstrated an interaction
between the two; dyslexics showed a smaller MSE for visual
targets as compared with auditory targets (F1,15 = 6.096, p =
0.026, h2p = 0.289). That is, RTs to visual stimuli were 18 ms
faster when preceded by another visual target as opposed to
when preceded by an auditory or multisensory target, while
RTs to auditory targets were 35 ms faster when preceded by
the same stimulus, as opposed to a different stimulus.
Dyslexics appear to find it harder to shift their attention away
from visual stimuli or toward auditory stimuli. This pattern is
also present in previous reports of dyslexics’ performanceA Bon crossmodal association tasks [19, 20], though discussed
in the framework of association rather than attention shifting.
The most robust difference between dyslexics and controls
occurred when auditory stimuli were presented after visual
stimuli (dyslexics have the largest cost in this order).
A larger MSE would result in dyslexics having more
variability in their unisensory RT distributions. We found that
the MSE accounted for a larger proportion of the variability
in the RTs in the control group than it did in the dyslexic
group (the MSE divided by the interquartile range of the RT
distribution was larger for controls than for the dyslexics:
F1,33 = 4.256, p = 0.047, h
2
p = 0.114). Thus, for the controls, a
fast response to an auditory stimulus was more likely to be
followed by a slower response (if the next trial was a different
stimulus) than for the dyslexics. For dyslexics, on the other
hand, the MSE accounted for a smaller proportion of the
variability in the distribution of RTs. The large variability in
dyslexics’ RTs is more likely related to the wider neural tuning
of their sensory processes [21].
Other patient groups with temporal processing deficits
show a similar MSE pattern as dyslexics [22]), but the
pattern is in the opposite direction to controls responding
to ‘‘equated’’ auditory and visual stimuli [23] and opposite toFigure 2. Modality Shift Effects
For each participant, unisensory RTs were calcu-
lated when the previous stimulus was the same
(e.g., two successive visual trials) or different
(e.g., an auditory or multisensory trial followed
by a visual trial). In (A), median RTs are plotted
demonstrating the main trends: dyslexics exhibit
slower RTs overall, and RTs are slower when the
previous stimulus is different. In (B), the inter-
action between these factors for dyslexics is
more easily seen. Unisensory switch costs were
calculated by taking the difference between RTs
to consecutive trials with the same target, and
RTs when the previous trial was different. Visual
and auditory MSEs were the same magnitude
for controls, but dyslexics have a larger MSE for
auditory responses compared to visual ones.
Error bars indicate the SEM.
A B Figure 3. Correlation and Increased Noise
Estimates Explaining Why the RTs Violate the
Race Model
(A) Mean correlation for each group obtained
using Otto et al.’s analysis of RTs [14]. Controls
demonstrate significantly stronger negative
correlations than dyslexics.
(B) There was no significant difference between
controls and dyslexics in terms of the estimated
increases in additional noise (h) (not significant
[NS], df = 33, t = 1.3).
Nota bene: the data from twomethods of analysis
(those presented in Figure 1C and those pre-
sented here using Otto’s analysis) demonstrate
the same pattern of results (and statistical signif-
icance), which was also obtained by following
the method laid out in [27]. Errors bars indicate
the SEM. See also Figure S3 for further details.
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orders [24]. SinceMSEs are known to varywith attention [22], it
is possible that comorbid attention deficit hyperactivity disor-
der (ADHD) may have mediated the MSE in the current sample
of dyslexics.
We expect that the majority of dyslexics in the present
typical sample also had ADHD since the rates of comorbidity
in dyslexia are at least 60% [25]. People with ADHD have
been shown to preferentially divert their attention toward
visual stimuli, resulting in auditory stimuli being processed
more slowly (see shifted simultaneity values in [26]). However,
there do not appear to be previous reports of the MSE in
ADHD, so we cannot comment on the relative contributions
of ADHD, or other comorbid deficits, to the MSE reported
here for dyslexics. Whatever the cause, these results demon-
strate clear differences in how attention is distributed between
modalities for a typical sample of dyslexics compared with
controls.
TheMSE demonstrates that RTs on successive trials are not
independent. We applied Otto’s model [14, 15] to calculate the
correlation between auditory and visual RTs. While Miller’s
race model assumes a perfect negative correlation between
visual and auditory RTs ([9], p. 337), Otto’s analysis of multi-
sensory RTs allows the correlation to vary. Previous work
suggests that the correlations are highly dependent on
experimental methods that affect the MSE ([15], p. 7472), but
correlations have not yet been compared in populations that
have different MSEs. Figure 3A demonstrates that the correla-
tions were indeed significantly stronger (i.e., closer to 21) for
control participants than for the dyslexics, probably because
the MSE contributes less to the variability in dyslexics’ RTs
(one-tailed t test: t33 = 2.715, p = 0.010).
We also compared the additional noise parameter estimated
by the model [14] in the two groups. Unisensory RT distribu-
tions provide an estimate of the variability in the firing rate of
a neuron when presented with a single signal. With redundant
signals, two pools of neurons would accumulate evidence
separately. When multiple pools are simultaneously active,
they might interact and cause a further increase in activity
(plus variability) in each pool of neurons, which would not be
present when evidence was accumulating for each signal
separately. This increased noise would suggest a capacity
for parallel processing, because increased unisensory vari-
ability would predict a faster mean multisensory RT compared
to decreased unisensory variability (see [14] for further dis-
cussion). However, we did not find a reliable difference in the
additional noise estimated (h) for the two groups (F1,33 =1.71, p = 0.200, Figures 3B and S3). We conclude that the dif-
ference between groups is mostly attributable to the way in
which dyslexics shift their attention between trials containing
different stimuli (MSE), rather than differences in neuronal
noise on a given multisensory trial.
There are very few previous reports of how multisensory
stimuli are processed by dyslexics, and many of them have
confounded spatial with crossmodal effects by using head-
phones to present the auditory stimuli [28, 29]. When
audiovisual stimuli are not colocalized, attention is distributed
independently across modalities and across space [18]. Given
that dyslexics have difficulty allocating their unisensory visual
attention resources across space [30, 31], it is all the more
important to control for spatial location when investigating
crossmodal shifts of attention. Previous multisensory integra-
tion studies in dyslexics have generated conflicting results,
most likely, in large part, due to such confounding of spatial
and modality attention effects. For example, meta-analysis
of [32, 33] shows that integration differences between groups
are smallest for colocalized audiovisual stimuli, as compared
to spatially separate audiotactile and visualtactile combina-
tions. Location coding, rather than modality coding per se,
appears to be driving many of the group differences in
previous crossmodal studies of dyslexia (see a similar point
made in [34]). Indeed, we report the largest differences
between dyslexics and controls not when audiovisual stimuli
were presented together (NS effect of noise, Figure 3B; see
also NS difference in [35]), but instead when auditory stimuli
followed visual ones (resulting in smaller correlations; see
Figure 3A).
These results fit with the idea that dyslexics have a visual
attention disorder [36]. Indeed, dyslexics have impaired con-
nections between prefrontal attention areas and visual areas
[37], resulting in, for example, an asymmetric distribution of
visual attention across the visual field [38].
Hari and Renval [10] suggested that dyslexics suffer from
‘‘sluggish attention shifting’’ (SAS), which impairs processing
of rapid stimuli in all modalities [29]. The present crossmodal
results demonstrate that dyslexics distribute attention asym-
metrically between auditory and visual modalities, more so
than controls; it is difficult for dyslexics to disengage their
attention from visual stimuli and shift it to auditory stimuli. To
our knowledge, ours is the first nonspatially confounded inves-
tigation into the distribution of attention between modalities in
dyslexics. Our results suggest an important feature of SAS: for
crossmodal shifts of attention, it is probable that many dys-
lexics dwell more on the visual stimuli in conditions that require
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only appears to be problematic for attention shifts from vision
to audition—and, importantly, not vice versa—causing espe-
cially delayed responses to auditory stimuli that directly follow
visual stimuli. We speculate that dyslexics presenting with
more apparent auditory processing deficits may have
opposite crossmodal SAS asymmetry effects compared with
dyslexics who are more affected by difficulties processing
visual stimuli.
The neural circuitry responsible for sluggish shifting is likely
similar for sluggish spatial and crossmodal shifts, though in
the latter condition modality-specific areas would likely also
be active. Violations of the race model have been associated
with auditory inputs modifying early visual sensory processing
in the parieto-occipital region [13]. Visual-spatial attention
shifts rely on the dorsal stream, more specifically on the
occipitoparietal areas [39, 40]. Others have suggested that
the dorsal pathway might be fed, to a large extent, by the
magnocellular pathway [30, 41]. This is compatible with the
magnocellular deficit theory of dyslexia, which can account
for many of the transient, temporal, spatial, unisensory, and
crossmodal processing differences in dyslexics [7].
Conclusions
The results of the present study highlight differences in the
way dyslexic participants respond to multisensory stimuli as
compared to controls. Dyslexics are faster than the racemodel
predictions less often than are controls, thus suggesting that
dyslexics benefit less from integrating the two senses. This
difference is probably caused by a combination of factors,
including dyslexics having larger variability in their responses,
a larger MSE for auditory stimuli, and a weaker correlation
between RTs. Together, these results clarify the SAS charac-
terization of dyslexics’ responses, which is not symmetric for
shifts of attention between vision and audition. Since limited
attention resources appear to be unevenly distributed in favor
of vision, future investigations into conditions where visual
attention dominates might shed light on the causes of dyslexia
and indicate training programs for it.
Dyslexia training programs fall into two broad categories:
reading based and low level. Reading-based training improves
phonological awareness—for example, ‘‘seeing stars’’ (see
discussion in [42]) or slowed auditory speech stimuli that
may compensate for dyslexic’s temporal deficits (see [43])—
but this training has had limited success [44]. Our hypothesis,
which needs to be tested, is that dyslexics might learn audio-
visual phonological associations faster if they first hear the
sound, and then see the corresponding letter/word—since
crossmodal shifts from audition to vision were not sluggish.
Phonological training may also improve low-level magnocellu-
lar functions (e.g., [42]), but the reversemight also be possible,
and perhaps would be more straightforward. That is, percep-
tual learning to train low-level, basic neurological processes
could lead to benefits in upstream functions such as atten-
tional networks (e.g., crossmodal attention and spatial
attention) and, eventually, reading [45]. Training phonological
awareness is analogous to treating the symptoms, whereas
training the low-level basic processesmay treat the underlying
causes of dyslexia. Video games designed to speed allocation
of spatial attention have proved successful in improving
reading in dyslexics [46]. The colocalized multisensory stimuli
in these video games most likely also improved the crossmo-
dal attention deficits. The contribution of crossmodal atten-
tion, spatial attention, andmotion detection deficits on readingremains unclear. However, these video games are potentially
an excellent method for providing perceptual learning to dys-
lexics in order to empirically test the involvement of (and
improve) the neurological processes critical for advanced
reading.
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